
Stop for one round Quick move Step back Advance Answer a question

a. Warzone: STOP! There is a war coming.

You need to wait for one round. It is very

dangerous trying to cross a war zone. Take

factsheet from the WAR deck. .

a. New bridge across the river: A new bridge

is newly built in this part of the river. You can

walk to the other side of the river safely after

you choose a question or an action.

a. You forgot your lunch box at home: Return

to the starting point to get your lunch box. The,

take factsheet from Gender Inequality deck.

a. Introduce yourself in English. Say your name,

your age and your hobby.

Congratulations, you can advance one more step!

Choose a question from the question deck

b. Broken bridge: Stop for one round. Take

factsheet from the Geographical Difficulty

deck.

b. New road across the mountain: Instead of

climbing the mountain, you can use the new

road to get to school quicker. Take factsheet

from the Improvement deck.

b. Parents calling: If you have all girls in your

team, please go back to the start. Then, take

factsheet from Gender Inequality deck.

If you team has both girls and boys, count the

number of girls and go back with that number.

Then take factsheet from Gender Inequality

deck.

b. There is a war going on in the area. It is very

dangerous. You have to run fast.

Choose a question.

If it is an easy question, advance 1 step.

If it is an intermediate question, advance 2 steps.

If it is a hard question, advance 3 steps.

Then, take factsheet from the War deck.

c. The river is flooding! You cannot cross

the river. You need to wait for one round for a

boat to come carrying you across. Take

factsheet from the Geographical Difficulty

deck.

c. Warzone: There is a war going on. It is

dangerous to move ahead. You have to step

back three steps. Then, take factsheet from

the War deck.

c. Rest house: You have been walking really far.

There is a rest house along the way. Here, you are

provided with food and drinks. You can advance 1

step!

Then, take factsheet from the Health and

Nutrition deck.

d. Harvesting season: It is harvesting

season in the village. Everyone has to join

farming including children. You want to help

your parents so you decide to stop for a

round. Take factsheet from Child labor

deck.

d. Dangerous snake! You have to move back

2 steps. Take factsheet from the Geographical

Difficulty deck.

d. Dangerous snake! You need to run away from

it as quickly as possible.

Choose a question.

If it is an easy question, advance 1 step.

If it is an intermediate question, advance 2 steps.

If it is a hard question, advance 3 steps.

Then, take factsheet from the Geogrpahical

Difficulty deck.

e. Poverty: You almost get to school, but

your family doesn't have enough money to

buy you textbooks and uniforms. You need to

wait for one round so your family can gather

enough money. Take factsheet from Poverty

deck.

e. Lack of interest in school: After a long time

harvesting and helping your parents with

farming, you feel like you don't need to go to

school. You move back 2 steps. Take factsheet

from the Child Labour deck.

e. Inspiring teacher: You meet your teacher on

the way to school: She encourages you to go to

school.

Then take factsheet from the Improvement deck.

f. The mountain is hard to climb: The

mountain road is very rough and tiring. You

need to rest a bit before you begin climbing

again. Move back 1 step. Take factsheet from

the Geographical Difficulty deck.

f. Technology in school: From now on, you can

stay at home some days during the week if you

cannot go to school due to physical difficulty. The

village has installed some internet! Advance 2

more steps!

 
  

 


